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SINGLE-VALUED REPRESENTATION

OF SET-VALUED MAPPINGS

BY

A. D. IOFFE

Abstract. It is shown that the graph of a set-valued mapping satisfying

typical conditions which guarantee the existence of measurable selections

can be represented as the union of graphs of measurable single-valued

mappings depending continuously on a parameter running through some

Polish space.

1. Introduction. The principal results of this paper show that the graphs of

certain set-valued mappings are precisely the ranges of Carathéodory-type

functions. To be more specific, let a set-valued mapping M from a set T into

another set X (we abbreviate M: T -» X) be given. Let Z be another set, and

/: T X Z ^ X a single-valued mapping. We shall say that the pair (Z, f)

represents M if f(t, Z) = M(t) whenever M(t) =£ 0. Here as usual,

f(t,Z) = {xE X\x = f(t, z) for some z E Z }.

In what follows, we impose certain restrictions on the class of T, X and M

to be considered. As usual, T is endowed with a a-algebra 9ft of subsets so

that (T, W) is a measurable space, and I is a topological space, usually

Polish. If X and Z are topological spaces and (T, 3JÎ) is a measurable space,

then the mapping/: T X Z-> X will be called Ïïl-Carathéodory if f(t, •) is

continuous for any t E T and /( •, z) is 3W-measurable for any z G Z. We

shall say that a set-valued mapping M : T —» X is Tt-analytic if dom M =

{t\M(t) J= 0} (the domain of M) belongs to 3JÎ and there are a Polish space

Z and an 3K-Carathéodory mapping /: T X Z —> X such that the pair (Z, /)

represents M.

Using this terminology, we can formulate the purpose of the paper as to

describe the class of analytic set-valued mappings. It turns out that this class

includes most of the set-valued mappings for which measurable selection

theorems hold, such as those of Aumann [1], Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzew-

ski [8], Leese [9], Novikov [12], Rokhlin [13] and certain others. Moreover, all

these theorems are immediate and trivial corollaries of the corresponding

representation theorems being proved here. (Indeed, if M is 3JÎ-analytic and is

represented by (Z,f), then, an arbitrary z G Z having been fixed, the

mapping t —*f(t, z) is a selector of M.)
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Thus our theorems cover the class of closed-valued mappings (Theorem 1)

and set-valued mappings with Suslin graphs (Theorem 5). In the case when Wl

is stable under the A -operation of Suslin, the latter class simply coincides with

the class of 3W-analytic set-valued mappings (Corollary 5.4). Other results

stated as corollaries include a refinement of the Novikov-Castaing representa-

tion by countable system of measurable selections (Corollary 1.3), a repre-

sentation theorem for convex-valued mappings by linear operators depending

measurably on t (Corollary 1.4) and certain other facts. We hope to publish

elsewhere a more thorough study of convex-valued mappings and mappings

with uncountable graphs.

The word multifunction will be used in the same sense as set-valued

mapping. The set

Gr M = {(t, x) E T X X\x E M(t)}

is the graph of M. Other notions and notations will be explained in ap-

propriate places.

The results presented here were partly announced in [6].

I wish to thank the referee for helpful comments.

2. Closed-valued multifunctions. If X is a topological space, then tyl(X) and

^(X), or merely % and 5r, will be the families of all open and closed subsets

of X, respectively. If Q is a family of subsets of T, then 2(C) will be the

minimal a-algebra containing C If A c X, then

M~(A) = {t E T\M(t) nA^0},

A/-(%) = {F c T\E = M'(U) for some U G %(*)},

and so on.

In this section we shall consider closed-valued multifunctions from T into

X, that is, those whose values are closed subsets of T.

Theorem 1. Let X be a Polish (resp. compact metrizable) space, and let M be

a set-valued mapping from T into X such that all sets M(t) are nonempty and

closed. Lefm = 2(M "(%)). Then M is Wl-analytic.

Moreover, if p is a metric on X compatible with the topological structure, then

among the pairs (Z,f) representing M, there is one such that Z is a complete

metric (resp. compact metric) space, f is Tt-Carathéodory and

p(f(t, z),f(t, w)) < (1 + p(f(t, z),f(t, w)))r(z, w) (1)

for all z, w G Z, t E T, where r(-, ■) is the distance in Z.

The proof of the theorem will be given in the next section.

If (T, Wl) is a measurable space, then the set-valued mapping M is called

3»-measurable if M -(<?!,) c Ti.
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Corollary 1.1. Let (T, W) be a measurable space, and let M be a

measurable closed-valued multifunction from T into a Polish (resp. compact

metrizable) space X. Then the conclusion of the theorem holds.

Proof. This is obvious.

Theorem 1 was originally proved in the form of this corollary [6], but using

o-algebras more closely connected with M might be more natural (cf. Léese

[10], Levin [11]). The corollary also shows that, assuming dom M equal to T,

we lose no generality. To simplify argumentation, we shall frequently use this

assumption.

Corollary 1.2. Let T be a Polish space, and let X be a compact metrizable

space (resp. a Polish space which is the union of countably many compact

metrizable spaces). Let M be a closed-valued multifunction from T into X such

that dom M = T and Gr M is a Borel subset of T X X. Then there are a

compact metrizable (resp. a Polish) space Z and a Borel function f: T X Z —» X

satisfying (1) (under arbitrary choice of p and suitable choice of the distance r in

Z), and such that the pair (Z, r) represents M.

Proof. By Novikov's projection theorem [12], M~(F) is Borel for any

Fef. Hence M~(U) is Borel for any U E % (since <& c %). Choose Z

and/ in accordance with Theorem 1. Then/(-, z) is a Borel function for any

z G Z and/(/, •) is a continuous function for any t ET (due to (1)). Hence/

itself is a Borel function.

Let us fix a metric p in X such that diam X < oo. Then the space B(T, X)

of all mappings from T into X with the metric defined by

d(x(-),y(-)) = sup p(x(t),y(t))
ter

is a complete metric space. To any set Q c B(T, X) corresponds a set-valued

mapping MQ: T —» X defined by

MQ(t) = (x G X\x = x(t) for some x(-) G Q }.

Note also that the closure in B(T, X) of any set consisting of 9W-measurable

mappings also consists of 2J?-measurable mappings since measurability is

preserved under uniform convergence.

Corollary 1.3. Let M and 3TÎ be the same as in the theorem. Then there is a

countable family Q of '¡SI-measurable mappings from T into X such that

M(t) = Mq(î),   Vi G T,

where Q is the closure of Q in B(T, X). Moreover, if X is a compact metric

space, then Q can be chosen to beprecompact in B(T, X).

Proof. Take Z and/as in Theorem 1 and consider the mapping z -»/(•, z)

from Z into B(T, X). According to (1), this mapping is continuous. Hence it
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suffices to choose a dense countable subset {z„ z2, .. . } c Z and set

e = {/(-^,)i<- = i.2,...}.
This corollary gives a refined version of the Novikov-Castaing representa-

tion of a closed-valued multifunction by a countable family of measurable

selections [3], [12]. According to them, there is a countable family

(X|(-), x2(-)> •. • } of measurable selections of M such that for any t the set

M(t) is the closure of the set (x G A^x = x,(r) for some i = 1, 2, . . . }.

Clearly, any Q in Corollary 1.3 gives such a representation but not vice versa.

We recall, in connection with Novikov-Castaing representations, that, for

closed-valued multifunctions, the existence of such a representation by a

family of ÜDÍ-measurable selections is equivalent to 9ft-measurability of the

set-valued mapping in question.

Corollary 1.4. Let X be a separable Banach space, and let M be a

multifunction from T into X with nonempty closed and convex values. Then

there are another separable Banach space Y, a closed convex set Z c Y and a

Wl-Carathéodory mapping f: T X Y —» X which is affine and nonexpansive in

the second argument and such that the pair (Z, f) represents the multifunction

M.

Proof. Let a(t) be an arbitrary SDÎ-measurable selection of M. Denote by

Bn the ball of radius n about the origin in X, and consider the multifunctions

P(t) = M(t) - a(t),       P„(t) = P(t) n Bn.

All sets P(t), P„(t) are obviously nonempty closed and convex. Also clear is

that the set-valued mappings P and Pn are 2K-measurable. Indeed, if xk(-),

k = 1, 2, . . ., is a family of 3JÎ-measurable selections of M giving a Novi-

kov-Castaing representation for M, then uk(t) = xk(t) — a(t) and wk(t) =

(max(l, \\uk(t)\\/n))~luk(t) are also 2Ji-measurable and the families {uk(-)\k

= 1, 2, . . . } and {wk(-)\k = 1, 2, . . . } are Novikov-Castaing representa-

tions for P and Pn, respectively.

We can consider every Pn as a set-valued mapping from T into Bn, the

latter endowed with the metric induced by the norm of X. Let Qn be a

countable family of measurable selections of Pn chosen in accordance with

Corollary 1.3. Then Q = U Q„ consists of bounded 9W-measurable mappings

from T into X. Let Y be the completion of the linear hull of Q with respect to

the norm || v(-)llc = suP/II.H0llx- Then ^ is a separable Banach space. Let Z

be the closure in Y of the convex hull of Q. Then z(-) E Z implies that

z(t) E P(t) for all / since each P(t) is convex and closed. Moreover, inasmuch

as P„(t) = MqJ(í), we have that for any t E T and any x G P(t), there is a

z(-) E Z such that x = z(t).

Consider finally, for any t, the linear operator A(t): Y -» X defined by
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A(t)y(-) = y(t). According to this definition, the mapping t -» A(t)y(-) is

aft-measurable for any y(-) G Y and ||v4(r)|| < 1 for any t E T.lt remains to

set fit, y(-)) = A(t)y(-)^a(t).

Remark. In [6] (the last statement of Theorem 1) the latter result was

wrongly announced for arbitrary Fréchet spaces, not necessarily Banach. As

has been pointed out by the referee, this will hold under the additional

assumption that the set-valued mapping M assumes values in a fixed bounded

set.

3. Proof of Theorem 1. In what follows, N = (1, 2, . . . } and 91 = NN is

the Baire space of sequences of integers i = (ix, i2,. . .) with the metric

defined by

k=\       » + \'k - Jk\

If /' = (/,, i2, . . .) and n > 1, then i\n = (/'„ . . . , /„). The same symbol, i\n,

will be also used to denote «-tuples of integers with no reference to any

element of 91. Given i\n, the set

%^n = {jE<dl\j\n = i\n}

is called a Baire interval of rank n. Baire intervals are both open and closed in

91.
Let X be a Polish space. Throughout the section we fix a metric p in X

which turns X into a complete metric space.

We shall construct the desired space Z as a closed subset of the Baire space

91 which will be compact if X is compact. The principal part of the proof

consists of choosing a family 91L of set-valued mappings from T into X which

has the following properties:

(i)M E 91L;
(ii) if R G 911, then dom R = T;

(iii) R "(%) c 2(Af "(%)) whenever R E 91L;

(iv) to any i\n such that Z n 9L,|„ ¥= 0 corresponds a set-valued mapping

A/,|„ G 9H such that

diam M,|„(/) < 2~",   Vt E T;

(v) for all/ G T and i\n,

U      MÂn(t) = Mil(n_X)(t).

Here we have denoted

z,.,„ = z n 9l/|n,

9L,|0 = 9L,       M,|0 = M   for all i G Z.
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Such a family having been built, the theorem is proved as follows. Let us

set

fit, o = n M¥(t), (2)
n>\

where the bar over M^n(t) denotes the closure of MfJj). We have Miin ¥= 0

(by (ii)), diam M~An(t) < 2~" (by (iv)) and MiKn+X)(t) C Mi]n(t) (by (v)). Hence

the intersection in (2) contains exactly one element and / is actually a

single-valued mapping from T X Z into X. It follows also from (v) that

fit, i) G M(t). Hence fit, Z) c M(t).

Let us show that, in fact, f(t, Z) = M(f) or, in other words, that for any

given t E T,x E M(t), there is an / G Z such that/(r, i) = x. Applying (v) to

n = 1, we find /' G Z such that x G M,i|,(r). Applying (v) again to n = 2,

i = /', we find i2 E Z such that i2\l = i'Jl and x G M^2(t). Going on with

this procedure, we find a sequence {/', i2, . . . } of elements of Z such that

ik\k = /*+1|A: and x G M¡^k(t) for all k. The first of these relations shows

that b(ik, ik+1) < 2~(*~° so that the sequence (i1, i2, . . .} converges in 91

to a certain i. Since Z is closed, i E Z. On the other hand, it follows that

ik\k = i\k for any k, hence x G M^k(t) for all k and fit, i) = x.

Thus the pair (Z, /) actually represents M and it remains to verify that / is

3ft-measurable in t and satisfies (1).

To check measurability, it suffices to demonstrate that {t\f(t, i) G F} G 3ft

whenever F G 'S, i G Z. This follows from the obvious equality

{t\f(t, i)EF}= fi   A^(Fe),   Fe = {x|p(x, F)< e},
e>0
«>1

which in turn is a direct consequence of definition (2).

It remains to prove that there is another metric r on Z such that

p(/(>, <),/(',/)) < (1 + P(/(', i),f(t,j)))r(i,j) (3)

for all /,/ EZ,t ET. Take /,/ G Z. If b(i,j) > 1/8, then

P(f(t, i),f(UJ)) < 1 + P(f{t, i),f(t,j))

< 8(1 + p(f(t, i),f(t,j)))b(i,j). (4)

If ¿>(/,/) < 1/8, then there is n > 1 such that 2-(n+3) < è(/,/) < 2-(n+2>.

Because of the right-hand side of this inequality, i\n = j\n, hence

/(/, /) G ^„(0,        /(/,/) G Mñn(t)

and, according to (iv),

P(f(t,i),f(t,j))<2-"<Sb(i,j)

<8(1 +p(f(t,i),f(t,j)))b(i,j). (5)

As follows from (4) and (5), inequality (3) holds with r(i,j) = %b(i,j).
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Thus we have to produce a set Z and a family 9IL satisfying the above

listed properties (i)-(v).

Let {t/,m, U2, . . . } be a covering of X by open balls with radius < 2~m,

and let cm be the number of balls in the covering (which may be equal to

+ oo). If X is compact, we shall take coverings with cm < oo. If X is not

compact, cm = oo beginning with a certain m0.

Let

Z = {/ G 9114 <ck + l,k=l,2,...}.

In other words, ik < ck if ck < oo and ik may be an arbitrary integer if

ck = oo. The set-valued mappings M,|„ will be defined recursively.

Let A/,|0 = M for all i E Z and suppose we have already found multifunc-

tions M¡\n satisfying (ii)-(v) for all / G Z and n < m. The multifunction

A/,|(m+1) will be then defined as follows. Take /' G Z, and let im+x = s. Let

Tk = M,," (Url),       k=l,2,...,

and

' Mi[m(t) n U?+l,    iftETs,

MAm(t) n ur+Y,    iftETs+x\Ts,

Mil(m + X)(t) = ■ ¥^it)nVT+tt    ¡f^^UfeU

Mllm(t) n USVXX,    iftETs_x\Uk^xTk.

Since dom M,\n = T and \JkUk+x = X, we have dom M¡^m+X) = T so

that (ii) holds for A/,|(m+1). If U c A is open, then

Mjj(m+X)(u) = (a/,.,-(u n qr1) n r,)

u (M^(u n tc»V) n (Ts+X \ Ts)) u • • •

u (m-(í/ n i/^î1) n (r,_,\ u^_,rj).

Since A/,|~(F) G 3ft for any open V, this equality shows that Mj^m+X) G 3ft.

Thus (iii) holds for R = A/,|(m+1). The validity of (iv) follows from the

definition of M,|(m+1):

diam M,|(m+i)(r) < sup diam Ukm+X < 2_(m+1).

And finally, (v) results from the already used fact that (J k c/™+' = %•

This completes the proof of the theorem.

4. General description of analytic multifunctions. To give the characteriza-

tion of analytic set-valued mappings, we need some known facts concerning

the yi-operation of Suslin (see for instance [4], [5], [14]). Recall the definition.
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Let C,|„ be a collection of sets (i\n ranging the whole set of finite sequences of

positive integers). The Suslin operation assigns to each such collection the set

c = u n c,.,,.
/e9t     n

If C is a family of subsets of T and every C¡,„ belongs to G, then C is called

ß-Suslin. The family of all (3-Suslin sets will be denoted by &(G).

Proposition 2. &(&(&)) = &(G).

Proof. See for example [2], [14], [15].

Other definitions and notations to be used here are the following. Let S be

a family of subsets of another set W; then

exS={CxFcFX W\C G ß,F G g}.

If .Y is a topological space, then ® (X) will denote the a-algebra of Borel

subsets of X (the one generated by ^(X)). If 3ft, and 3ft2 are a-algebras, then

3ft, ® 3ft2 = 2(3ft, ® Sftz) is the product algebra. Recall that in a Polish

space, <S (X) coincides with the minimal family containing %(X) and count-

able unions and intersections of its elements.

Corollary 2.1. Let G be a family of subsets of T, and let % be the minimal

family containing G countable unions and intersections. Then

&(<&) = &(G).

In particular, if X is a Polish space, then

«(f)- &(%(X)).

Proof. This follows from the fact that countable union and intersection are

particular cases of the /I-operation.

Corollary 2.2. Let 3ft be a a-algebra and X a Polish space. Then

6?(3ft xW)= ffi(3ft ® <$>(X)).

Proposition 3. Let G be a family of subsets of T. Then any C E &(G) is the

domain of a closed-valued multifunction from T into 91 whose graph belongs to

(G x <5(%))aS.

Conversely, if X is a Polish space, 0 G G and Q E â(G X <& (A')), then

prr<2, the projection of Q on T, belongs to &(&).

Proof. The proof of the second part can be found, say, in [5] and [14]. In

fact, the proof of the first part is also contained there but in neither of the

references is the closedness property emphasized. Therefore we shall describe

the construction.

Let

C =  U   fï C,.|„,
ie9t     »
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and let

q = {(,,¡)ETx<3l\$e n c,.J = u (n c,i„)x{/}.
I n ) ,egtV     n I

Clearly, prr Q = C. Consider the multifunction t -» Q(t) = {/ G 9L|(r, /) G

Q} whose graph is Q. Let us verify that each Q(t) is closed. If ik -> i when

k-> oo, then for any fixed n, /'*|n = i\n beginning with a certain k(ri). If

/* G 0(0 f°r au ^»tnen * e C,*|/! f°r au t aQd n, hence / G C,|„ for all « and

i g 0(0-
The proof that Q belongs to (Q X (S(c3l))(,s is straightforward and based

on the fact that the sets Q^n = (C\n C,|„) X {/} corresponding to different i\n

are disjoint, which allows one to change the places of the signs of union and

intersection in the above equality for Q.

Now we are ready to prove the main results of this section.

Theorem 4. Let 3ft be a a-algebra of subsets of T, and let X be a Polish

space. Then the graph of any Tt-analytic multifunction from T into X belongs to

<2(3ft ® ® (X)).

Proof. If M is 3ft-analytic, then dom M E 3ft and there are a Polish space

Z and an 3ft-Carathéodory mapping /: T X Z —> A' such that (Z, f) repre-

sents M. Since any Polish space is a continuous image of 91, there is no loss

of generality if we assume that Z = 91.

Let us set

M   ,t) m ( At, %\n) .    if í G dorn M,

10, if t G dom M

(the bar denotes closure). By definition, the multifunction M¡\„ is closed-val-

ued and dom M¡l[n = dom M E 3ft. It is easy to see that Gr M^n G 3ft ®

%(X). (Indeed, if {/', i2, . . . } is a dense countable set in 9l,|„, then the

sequence {fit, /'),/(/, i2), . . . } is a Novikov-Castaing representation for M^n

by 3ft-measurable selections. Since M^n is closed-valued, the inclusion Gr MiXn

G 3ft ® <& (X) follows.)

We have, furthermore,

00 oo

n At, 9i,.|„) = n At, 9i,.|j = {At, «•)}
n=\ n-l

(because diam 91, |„ -» 0 and/(r, •) is continuous) whence

M(t)= u {/(u)}= u nM,.|„(/).

This is the same as

Gr M =  U    H Gr Mi]n.
/e9t,    "
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Theorem 5. Let G be a family of subsets of T containing 0, and let X be a

Polish space. Let M be a set-valued mapping from T into X with Gr M E &(G

X <$>(X)). Denote 3ft = 2(#(<2)). Then M is Wl-analytic.

Proof. By virtue of Corollary 2.1,

GrM=  U   Pi (C,|„ X F,|n),
/e9t    n

where Ci]n E G and F,|„ G ^(X). By Proposition 3,

Gr M = prTxXQ,

where

Q = {(r, x, i) G T X X X 9l|(/, x) G H (C,|n X F,.,,)}

belongs to (G X 'S(X) X <»(<3i))o8 and each set

0(0= {(x,i)\(t,x,i)EQ}

is closed-valued because so are the F,|„. We also have

(G x$(X)x &(<%,))* c(Gx <S(x x 91))* c &(G x 9(X x <$))

(since a countable union or intersection of Suslin sets is again a Suslin set).

It follows that for any closed F c X X 91,

QF = Q n (T x F) e â(G x 9(x x 91)).

In view of Proposition 3, this implies that

Q-(F) = prTQFE&(G).

In particular, dom M = dom Q = prr Q E â(G). Therefore

Q-(U)E(&(G))ac-2(&(G))

for any open U c X X 91.

By Theorem 1, Q is 3ft-analytic. But Ai(/) = pr^ (2(0 and pr^- is a continu-

ous mapping from X X 91 into A\ Hence Af is also 3ft-analytic.

Corollary 5.1. Let X be a Suslin space (not necessarily metrizable), and let

T, G and 3ft be the same as in the statement of Theorem 5. Assume that the

graph of the set-valued mapping M from T into X belongs to &(Q X % (A-)).

Then M is 351-analytic.

Proof. By the assumptions, X is a continuous image of a Polish space Y.

Let h be the corresponding continuous mapping from Y onto X. Consider the

multifunction S from T into Y defined by

S(t) = h-\M(t)),

so that M(t) = h(S(t)). Thus, to prove the corollary, we need to verify that S

is 3ft-analytic.
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We have

Gr M =  (J   PI (C,|„ X Alln)

where C¡\„ G G and A^n are either open or closed in X. (Indeed, $ (X) is just

the minimal family containing all open and closed subsets of X and closed

under countable unions and intersections. Thus the above formula follows

from Corollary 2.1.) It follows that

GrS=  U   PI (C,|„ X h~x(Ailn)).

Since h is a continuous mapping, the h~x(Ai^lj) are either open or closed,

hence belong to %(Y). Since Y is Polish, Theorem 5 shows that S is

3ft-analytic.

Having examined the proofs of Corollary 5.1 and Theorem 5, one can

easily observe that we have actually proved the following fact.

Corollary 5.2. Let X, G, 3ft and M be the same as in Corollary 5.1. Then

M(t) = h(S(t)), (6)

where S is a closed-valued ¡SI-measurable multifunction from T into a Polish

space and h is a continuous mapping from this Polish space into X.

This result is essentially due to Leese [9] who assumed, in addition, that G

is a a-algebra and G = &(G) = 3ft. We shall call such families Suslin alge-

bras. According to Leese, set-valued mappings which can be represented in

the form (6) are called mappings of Suslin type. To be more specific, let us say

that M is of ¡SI-Suslin type if it is defined by (6) with h continuous and S

closed-valued and 3ft-measurable and having values in a Polish space. As is

clear from the definitions and Theorem 1, any set-valued mapping of 3ft-Sus-

lin type is 3ft-analytic. It is not so clear if the converse is true, though a

weakened form of the converse can be easily derived from Theorems 4 and 5.

Corollary 5.3. Let ¡SI be a a-algebra of subsets of T, let X be a Polish

space, and let M be an ¡R-analytic multifunction from T into X. Let 3ft, =

2(£(3ft)). Then M is of 3ft,-Suslin type.

Proof. According to Theorem 4, Gr M E 6?(3ft ® % (X)). Apply

Corollary 5.2.

At the same time, all properties we are discussing here are equivalent in the

case of Suslin algebras as seen from the following proposition.

Corollary 5.4. Let X be a Suslin space, let Q be a family of subsets of T

containing 0, let 3ft = 2(éE(C)), and let M be a set-valued mapping from T into

X. Then among the following three properties the implication (c) => (b) => (a) is

always valid with the full equivalence of the three if X is a Polish space and
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G = 3ft is a Suslin algebra:

(a) M is ¡R-analytic;

(b) M is ofOl-Suslin type;

(c) Gr M E &(G x « (Y)).

Proof. Implication (c) =» (b) follows from Corollary 5.2, (b) => (a) is trivial,

and if A1 is a Polish space and G = 3ft is a Suslin algebra, implication

(a) => (c) follows from Theorem 4 and Corollary 2.2.

To conclude the paper, we consider several results concerning set-theoreti-

cal operations with analytic multifunctions.

Corollary 5.5. For multifunctions into Polish spaces and continuous map-

pings from one Polish space into another, the following are true:

(a) if M is ¡R-analytic, then the multifunction defined by t —> h~x(M(t)) is

¡Slx-analytic;

(b) if Mx, M2, ... are ¡R-analytic, then M = M, n M2 n . . . is 3W,-

analytic;

(c) // A/„ M2, . . . are ¡R-analytic, then M = Mx X M2X . . . is 3ft,-

analytic.

Here 3ft, = 2((2(3ft)).

Proof. In each of the three cases the proof is straightforward from

Theorems 4 and 5. In every case the graph of the multifunction in question

belongs to the corresponding Suslin class by Theorem 4, and Theorem 5

yields the desired result.

For unions of analytic multifunctions, a stronger result is valid.

Proposition 6. Let M„ M2, ... be a sequence of set-valued mappings from

T into a topological space X. If all Mk are ¡R-analytic and either X is Polish or

dom Mk = T for all k = 1,2,..., then the set-valued mapping

00

t->M(t)= (J   Mk(t)
fc-i

is also ¡R-analytic.

Proof. Let (Zk,fk) represent Mk, k = 1, 2, . . . , Zk being a Polish space

and fk: T X Zk^*X being 3ft-Carathéodory. Let Z be the topological direct

sum of the Zk, which is to say, Z = Z, u Z2 u ... (the Zk are considered as

disjoint sets) with the base of topology formed by all finite unions Uk

U • • • U Uk, where each Ukr belongs to a fixed countable base of Z^.

The formula

f(t, z) = fk(t, z),    if zEZk,

defines a mapping from T X Z into X which is obviously 3ft-Carathéodory.

If dom Mk = T for all k, then/(f, Z) = U kf(t, Zk) = M(t) for all t which
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shows that M is actually represented by (Z, /).

If the sets dom Mk are different for different k, we consider the following

multifunction S from T into Z:

s(t)=   U   zk,
keK(t)

where K(t) = {k E N\t E dom A4}. Then 5 is closed-valued and 3ft-measur-

able because

{t\S(t) n Zk¥=0} = dom Mk

and hence 3ft-analytic by Theorem 1.

Let (V, g) represent S. Then setting h(t, v) =/(i, g(t, v)), we see that (V, h)

represents M. Indeed, if / G dom M, x E M(t), then there is an integer k

such that x G Mk(t), hence there is zk G Zk such that/(f, zk) = x. Therefore

zk E S(t) and there is v E V such that g(t, v) = zk. Obviously h is continuous

in v. It is also 3ft-measurable in t if X is Polish since in this case the function

t -»/(/, z(t)) is 3ft-measurable whenever z(t) is 3ft-measurable.
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